Case study

Rodriguez Consulting
Group brings aerial images
to life with pin-sharp,
vivid large-format prints
HP DesignJet T1600 Printer produces stunning overhead
shots of complex building projects surprisingly fast.
If a picture is worth a thousand words, a pin-sharp, colorful large-format
photo speaks volumes, as boutique consultancy Rodriguez Consulting
Group (RCG) discovered when it installed the HP DesignJet T1600,
a high-quality, large-format, feature-rich printer.
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“Getting the HP DesignJet
T1600 Printer up and
running was as simple
as plugging in a TV set.
At the same time,
software such as
HP Click and the intuitive
touchscreen allow us
to use features such
as automatic nesting,
manual rotation and
real-time previews.”
– Paul Rodriguez, President and CEO,
Rodriguez Consulting Group

Challenge
Bringing aerial photography to life
Rodriguez Consulting Group is a boutique
company that provides professional consulting,
mapping, and aerial photography services to
government agencies and commercial clients.
The enterprise demands the best possible image
quality when dealing with multimillion-dollar
transportation or construction projects. In the
past RCG didn’t have much requirement for
printed imagery and, when the need did arise,
a quick trip to the local copy shop would usually
suffice. As often happens within the fluid
environment of photography, however, the
company was keen to explore the potential of
the latest generation of large-format printers.
“Historically, we haven’t used physical prints,
nevertheless, although digital imagery is helpful,
it doesn’t always give the full context,” explains
Paul Rodriguez, President and CEO, Rodriguez
Consulting Group. “We can’t always huddle
around a screen to examine a photo, so having
a pin-sharp, large-format hard copy has
its advantages.”

Rodriguez Consulting Group provides
government relations, transportation
planning and CAD/GIS design. It also
provides aerial photography services
to distinct clients enabling them to
support their respective industries.

Founded: 2014
Website: rodcongrp.com

Results
Unveiling hidden features
One particular project involved was an aerial
mosaic of a local airport for which RCG produced
a 10ft full color print. When it was rolled out on
the conference table, it was an immediate source
of conversation and revealed some features
that regular users of the airport didn’t even
know existed.

“We were invited by a group of aircraft pilots to
speak to them about current trends and practices
in aerial photography. We captured large scale,
high resolution imagery of their home airport,
and were able to provide context and real-world
examples of imagery and graphic depictions
in a creative and informative way,” continues
When it came to finding the right print partner,
Rodriguez. “Every person in attendance quickly
RCG knew where to begin. It collaborated with a
local engineering firm and would occasionally use identified an aviation-themed community
park adjacent to the airport which, although it
the firm’s HP DesignJet Z5600 Printer to produce
had been there for years, had previously gone
large prints. This experience convinced RCG that
unnoticed. That massive print now takes pride of
HP could provide the quality, reliability and print
place within the airport itself.”
sizes it needed at an affordable cost.

Solution
About Rodriguez
Consulting Group

RCG was also impressed by how easy the
HP printer was to install and use: “Getting the
HP DesignJet T1600 up and running was as
simple as plugging in a TV set. At the same
time, software such as HP Click and the intuitive
touchscreen allow us to use features such as
automatic nesting, manual rotation and
real-time previews. We can drag and drop an
image, correctly size it automatically and just
hit print,” says Rodriguez.

Versatility and print quality
in a compact form factor
RCG installed the HP DesignJet T1600,
a compact yet large-format printer with
industry-leading print speeds of up to 180 D/hr.
Radically simple solutions and easy PDF printing
make it effortless for RCG to get the right results,
while conveniently printing and sharing jobs
from mobile devices with the HP Smart App.
“Having an in-house printer means we can
produce whatever we need, when we need
it, cost-effectively. Working with government
agencies, landowners and engineers, we
can combine our aerial photography with GIS
software to layer over topographical features,
roads and the progress of specific projects,”
adds Rodriguez. “That gives us a tangible print
up to 36” wide which we can produce in strips
to make any length. It is a really impactful tool
when looking at the finer details of massively
complex construction projects.”

RCG has not only been impressed by the color
and size of the prints, but also their clarity: when
overlaying CAD work and vector graphics on
top of geographic features there is always a
possibility that the image can become muddy,
however with the HP DesignJet T1600 Printer,
this is never the case: “The sharpness is first
class – I haven’t had a bad result yet. In fact, you’d
never know that our prints aren’t produced in a
professional print shop,” comments Rodriguez.
“The HP DesignJet T1600 is ideal for the SME
environment because it combines quality with
a compact form factor, packing a lot of features
into a small space,” concludes Rodriguez.
“We are hoping that having this new print
capability will generate additional photo and
mapping work, creating new revenue streams
for our business.”

Learn more at
hp.com/go/designjet
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